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-did “we” go off to there[to] stop certain things here; the juxtaposition of basic combat translation from 

if this wrong thing happened here: why do we go over there to kill it? [or i.e. why does our experience 

here with it,  ||choose|| us into going there to kill something] 

I’ve heard the fit described as such; in the past, and recent past: as we witness those wrongs here; or 

wherever: we grow hardened to what shall be consequence for such action and like it: actions; this 

perhaps motivates us to infiltrate such actions with consequences. 

Problem is or could be: that we enter places at times far away and at times also foreign to our way of 

being: and continue perhaps a training of a re=integration process to create consequence there or 

wherever first; do you think this is because those of us from progressive parts of the world; can’t bear to 
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tank and-or bomb if to the point of even excessive of our own terrain. Or do you think it’s because 

people instituting or attempting to institute wrong-action in your terrain are actually of another? and so 

deserve to experience? damage of this closer to them |\ in faceted experience of closer/| and or their 

place? [and of course if not present might not die] 

   In either case; or perhaps to some making any, … combat and war chronology usually involves leaving 

the area with respect to this part of the world; unless of course … ?  

   And ||back|| when folks were considering going to /into work and-or militia : deploying overseas may 

not have been something that they were willing to do; so they stayed out of positions that might require 

such.  

  Usually, when a wrong action is completed or intended; [this is a side proof for the actual relative age 

of the elderly generation affecting/ effecting lifestyle quality]; growth enough and the possible ability to 

restrict that wrong action can fall into a potential militia role.  

[even consequence the already completed wrong action] 

12.24.17 

  In relevant militia occupation; we … ; and in review, we … come across something that happened 

wrong: and somehow: thru a personal report, or report; confirm report on a check of surveillance;  

[t.b.c.] 


